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Abstract—With the scaling trend, the newer technologies have
increased the size and number of metal layers to compensate the
high integration density in the design of integrated circuits (ICs).
The interconnections in the CMOS process have evolved from
simple geometries to complex topologies with several thickness
in its metal layers, intermetallic connections (vias) with different
transversal areas and groups of dielectric materials between
each metal layer. The interconnections in the IC introduces
parasitic elements which depends of the designed IC and its
operation frequency. In this work, we focused in the analysis of
via arrays parasitic elements for high frequency applications.
An electromagnetic (EM) analysis in different technologies was
performed by using simulated 3D models of the via arrays
extracted from a full wave solver with the objective to see the
performance of the via arrays under high frequency effects.
The results show that by increasing the connection area in the
vertical interconnections not lead to lower parasitic behavior due
to the inductive characteristic present in these interconnections
at high frequency ranges.

take in consideration the behavior of the parasitic elements in
the via arrays under the impact of the geometrical changes at
high frequency ranges. According to the above, in this work,
an analysis of the electromagnetic behavior of via arrays in
four RF CMOS process in the frequency range of 1GHz to 60
GHz is carried out. The used technologies are 180nm, 130nm,
90nm and 65nm. The analysis was made by using 3D models
of the via arrays and simulated in a full wave solver. The
analyzed via arrays are composed by vias located between the
top and adjacent metal layers which are commonly used for
the transmission of the global signals. The found results show
that the the dependence of the RLC parameters of the vias
arrays with the signal frequency and the increase the number
of vias in an array could have a negative effect in the parasitic
mitigation.

Index Terms—RF-CMOS integrated circuits, On-Silicon vias,
EM simulations.

TECHNOLOGIES

I. I NTRODUCTION
The scaling of the physical devices dimensions is the
main trend for the development of newer technologies. This
development has made possible increase the function density
per area and the operation frequency in the design of integrated
circuit (IC). However, the reduction of the dimensions has a
negative impact in the electrical characteristics of the interconnections. By reducing the thickness of the metal layers, the
resistance in the interconnections is increased. Additionally, a
greater number of devices in a smaller area lead to larger
interconnections which it is resolve by adding more metal
layers, increasing the length of the vertical interconnections
(Vias) in the newer technologies. Unlike the horizontal interconnection where its electrical properties can be changed
through the modification of the length and width, the vertical
interconnection are composed by vias with fixed geometries.
The electrical parasites elements in the vertical interconnections only can be varied by changing the connection area of via
arrays. Increasing the connection area of via arrays is a widely
common practice to reduce its resistance in the IC design even
to the point to consider the via array parasites as neglected
[1], [2]. However, with the introduction of more metal layers
with different geometries, the increase of the vertical length
and higher operation frequency applications, it is necessary to
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II. T OPOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE USED
The used technologies for the analyses are RF-CMOS
process which are characterized by have a top metal layer with
more thickness in comparison to the other metals which reduce
the resistance for the global signal transmission. The general
geometrical characteristics of the four used technologies are
presented in the Table I while its transversal views are shown
in figures 1 to 4. Each technology has its proper characteristics
that show the evolution of the interconnections through the
size scaling. The 180nm technology is built in aluminum and
excepting the top metal layer (Metal 6), the vias and metals
have the same dimensions across the different levels. Besides,
the 65 nm technology is built in copper and it present four type
of vias with different transversal area and height, four different
thickness in its metal layers and two effective dielectrics,
showing the complexity in the design of interconnections for
the newer technologies. These technologies include library
and special layers for the fabrication of passive devices as
inductors and Metal-Oxide-Metal capacitors, making suitable
for high frequency applications like VCOS, antennas, filters,
etc. [3], [4], [5], [6].
III. A NALYZED VIA ARRAYS .
Several via arrays were analyzed for each technology. The
connection area was changed by adding vias to the array
while a width of 20 um was maintained. The objective of
these analyses is to show the dependency of the electrical

TABLE I
C HARACTERISTICS OF THE USED TECHNOLOGIES
Tech.
Num. Metals
Metal Thickness
(um)

180nm
6
6: 2.06
5-1: 0.58

130nm
8
8: 2
7: 0.8
6-2: 0.32

90nm
9
9 : 3.25
8-7: 0.5
7-2:0.25

Num. of via
types
V1 (area)(um2 )
V1(height)(um)
V2(area)(um2 )
V2(height)um
V3(area)(um2 )
V3(height)(um)
V4(area)(um2 )
V4(height)(um)
Effective r 1
Effective r 2

1

3

3

65nm
10
10 : 3.25
9: 0.8
8-7:0.36
6-2:0.22
4

0.28x0.28
0.8
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
3.82
NA

0.6x0.6
0.635
0.4x0.4
0.615
0.2x0.2
0.38
NA
NA
3.82
NA

0.6x06
0.658
0.28x0.28
0.4
0.14x0.14
0.32
NA
NA
3.7
2.9

0.6x06
0.565
0.4x0.4
0.615
0.2x0.2
0.32
0.1x0.1
0.16
4.52
3.17

Fig. 3. Layer map for the 90 nm technology [5].

Fig. 1. Layer map for the 180 nm technology [3].

Fig. 4. Layer map for the 65 nm technology [6].

based in its electromagnetic behaviors. In Fig. 5, an example
of the analyzed via arrays in the different technologies is
presented. The arrays are designed by adding vias to increase
the connection area, following the topological design rules of
each technology. Except for the 180 nm technology, there are
density rules that limited the number of vias per area. In the
Table II, the number of vias (Type V1) for the analyzed arrays
is presented. The structures were represented by means of 3D
model simulated using a full wave solver while considering
the material specifications given by the manufacturer and
described in the section II.
Fig. 2. Layer map for the 130 nm technology [4].

parameters of the via arrays with the number of vias and
operation frequency, allowing to select the optimal arrays

IV. S IMULATION RESULTS
Full-wave representations of the 3D models of the vias
arrays are obtained from the EM simulations by using EMpro
software tool [7]. The results of these simulations are the

Fig. 5. Examples of via arrays for a) 180 nm, b) 130 nm c) 90 nm y d) 65
nm technologies
TABLE II
N UMBER OF VIAS IN THE ANALYZED ARRAYS
Tech.
180 nm
130 nm
90 nm
65 nm

Arr. 1
68
26
28
28

Arr. 2
170
39
42
42

Arr. 3
510
78
56
56

Arr. 4
850
117
112
112

Arr. 5
1190
156
168
168

Fig. 6. Results for the S-parameter for the via arrays in 180 nm technology

Scattering (S) parameters which display the electromagnetic
behavior of the via arrays through the return (S11 ) and
insertion (S21 ) losses. The RLC parasites of via arrays can be
calculated through mathematical conversions [8]. The array 5
is used as reference for comparison due to this array has the
greater connection area, showing as optimal at low frequency.
A. Via arrays for 180 nm
Fig. 6 shows the obtained results for the S-parameters of
the via arrays in the 180 nm technology. It can be seen that
these parameters exhibit lower variations, showing that adding
connection area not improve the electromagnetic behavior
of the array. In Fig. 7 are presented the RLC parasites, it is
observed that a lower value for the resistance and a reduction
of 5.83% for the LC multiplication was obtained for the array
2 in comparison to the array 5. These results shown that, for
the 180 nm technology, increasing the connection area not
lead to a lower RLC parasites. There is an optimal number
of vias that mitigate the parasitic behavior of these arrays at
high frequency.

Fig. 7. Results for the RLC parasites for the via arrays in 180 nm technology

.
B. Via arrays for 130 nm
In the Fig. 8 and 9 are presented the obtained results
for the via arrays in the 130 nm technology. Similar to the
results for 180 nm via arrays, the S-parameters shown lower

variations in their value in function of the number of vias
in the analyzed array. In this case, the parasitic resistance
presented lower variation between the arrays due to the via
density rules and dimensions in this technology. For the case
of the parasite value to the LC multiplication, the array 2

had a mean reduction of 5.3 % when was compared with the
array 5 in the evaluated frequency range.

C. Via arrays for 90 nm
In figures 10 and 11 are presented the obtained results
for the via arrays in the 90 nm technology. Again, the
S-parameters shown lower variations in their value in
function of the number of vias in the analyzed array. For
this technology, the parasitic resistance presented larger
variations between the arrays while the LC elements show
a 3.7 % lower value in comparison to the worst case (Array 1).

Fig. 8. Results for the S-parameter for the via arrays in 130 nm technology

Fig. 10. Results for the S-parameter for the via arrays in 90 nm technology

D. Via arrays for 65 nm
The results of the EM simulations for the 65 nm technology
are shown in the Fig. 12 and 13. The analysis of the RLC
parasites shown that the array 3 is the optimal with a 3.9 %
lower LC values in comparison to the array 5. For the case
of the resistance and S-parameter, the simulated arrays have
similar values.
The obtained results show that the via arrays with smaller
number of vias present lower LC parasitic values at high
frequency; however, exits an optimal number of vias. The
arrays with the optimal LC values are the array 2 for the
180 nm and 130 nm technologies. For the 90 nm and 65 nm
technologies, the array 3 present improved results.
V. D ENSITY CURRENT ANALYSIS

Fig. 9. Results for the RLC parasites for the via arrays in 130 nm technology

The found behavior for the via arrays can be seen as
atypical for the IC design at low frequency. However, these
results can be explained by considering the presence of
the proximity effect which changed the electrical current

Fig. 11. Results for the RLC parasites for the via arrays in 90 nm technology
Fig. 13. Results for the RLC parasites for the via arrays in 65 nm technology

increase of the parasitic elements such as the resistance and
inductance.

Fig. 14. Current density for the via array 5 in the 180 nm technology at a)
1GHz, b) 20.66GHz, c) 40.33 GHz y d) 60GHz
Fig. 12. Results for the S-parameter for the via arrays in 65 nm technology

distribution in the via arrays in function of the frequency,
altering the RLC parasites [9]. In the Fig. 14 can be observed
the current density for the simulated array 5 in the 180
nm technology. By increasing the operation frequency, the
magnetic fields present in the array limited the current
conduction in some of the vias. This behavior leads to an

The proximity effect not only increase in function of the
frequency, also depends of the number of closer conductors
which the arrays with small number of vias are less influenced
by this effect. In the Tables III to IV and figures 15 to 16 are
presented the results for the current density simulation for
some of the analyzed via arrays. These results shown that the
arrays with a smaller number of vias exhibit the behaviors
introduced by the proximity effect at higher frequencies
and the number of vias without current conduction increase

with the frequency. Additionally, the results show that the
vias density rules mitigate the proximity effect in the newer
technologies but it is necessary to consider the reduction
of the dimensions for vias in the same RF CMOS process
which it will increase the number of via in the stack located
in lower metal layers. Different current densities could be
observed for vertical interconnection between several layers
due to the geometrical discontinuities in the via stacks.

VIA ARRAYS IN

TABLE III
180 NM TECHNOLOGY WITH 34 X 35 VIAS AND 93.296 UM2
EFFECTIVE AREA

Frequency
(GHz)
1
7.55
14.11
20.66
27.22
33.77
40.33
46.88
53.44
60

Vias without
current
76
109
158
215
252
316
320
358
391
429

Effective area
without current (%)
6.38
9.15
13.27
18.06
21.17
26.55
26.89
30.08
32.8
36.05

Fig. 16. Current density for the via array 5 in 130 nm technology at a) 1GHz,
b) 20.66GHz, c) 40.33 GHz y d) 60GHz
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
From the obtained results, it can be concluded that it
possible to mitigate the parasitic effects in the via arrays by
reducing de number of vias at high frequency which contradicts the classic methodologies implemented in low frequency
ranges. The EM simulations shown that the electromagnetic
behavior is not affected by the number of vias in the analyzed
arrays but the RLC parasites in these arrays can be improved in
the evaluated frequency ranges. This behavior is mainly caused
by the dependence of the RLC parasites with the frequency
and the proximity effect which it caused an increment of the
resistance and inductance to arrays with larger number of vias.
The results shown that the simulated via array 2 are the optimal
for the 180 nm and 130 nm technologies while the array 3 in
the optimal for the 90 nm and 65 nm technologies.
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Fig. 15. Effective area without current vs frequency for via arrays in 180 nm
technology
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TABLE IV
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6
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0
0
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12.17
14.1
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